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Abstract— The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is a technology that
combines the Internet of Things and an intelligent
transportation system (ITS), and it is being studied to provide
driver convenience and reduce traffic accidents. Autonomous
vehicles use advanced driver assistance systems sensors such as
cameras, riders, and radar to recognize the road environment.
In addition, autonomous vehicles use a high definition map (HDmap) to search a driving route, and use vehicle to everything
(V2X) communication technology to acquire external
information to drive safely. However, HD-maps and V2X
communication have a lot of influence on the external
environment. To solve this problem, a scheme for applying a
wireless sensor network (WSN) to an ITS has been proposed.
WSNs can detect wild animals, so building infrastructure in wild
animal haunting areas can prevent road kills caused by
autonomous vehicles. However, the sensor node of a WSN is
deployed outside and has the disadvantage of being vulnerable
to security because it uses wireless communication. If a black
hole attack is attempted on the WSN used for the IoV, the
message may not be delivered and damage from a car accident
may occur. To solve this problem, the IoV must be efficiently
authenticated using public keys, and WSN must detect and
respond to attacks to deliver accurate information. The
proposed scheme prevents accidents by detecting a black hole
attack through base station and initializing the damaged node
by performing secondary verification through the IoV. The
proposed scheme evaluates the performance by simulation using
discrete event system specifications. The proposed scheme shows
a detection rate of 70% when a black hole attack is attempted
with 87.0414% probability through the experimental results.
Keywords— Discrete Event System Specification; Internet of
Vehicle; Network Security; Wireless Sensor Network

I.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the recent development of internet of things (IoT)
technology, IoT devices are rapidly increasing and are being
used in various fields. IoT is a necessary element leading to
the fourth industrial revolution and is being used in
conjunction with technologies such as artificial intelligence
and robots [1]. IoT technology is a method of providing new
services by connecting people and objects, objects to objects,
and providing services in various fields such as factories,
farms, and logistics industries, thereby increasing the
convenience of users' work. IoT is deployed not only in tasks
but also in cities to provide various services to citizens [2].
IoT is applied to CCTV systems so that they can cope with
threatening situations such as crime and air pollution. In
addition, IoT is deployed in cities to provide convenience for
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citizens through various services such as providing free WIFI,
sharing vehicle flow, and weather information [3]. The main
technologies of IoT are sensing technology, wired/wireless
communication and network infrastructure technology, and
IoT service interface technology. Sensing technology is a
technology used to acquire various information such as
temperature, heat, and gas from the surrounding environment
[3]. Physical sensors used in IoT are evolving into smart
sensors to improve application characteristics, and virtual
sensing functions are also included [4]. Wired and wireless
communication and network infrastructure technology is a
technology that can connect various services such as 3G, 4G,
and Bluetooth. Lastly, IoT service interface technology plays
a role in linking people, objects, and services that make up IoT
with application services that perform specific functions [5].
IoT is being deployed and used in various fields such as smart
factories, smart farms, smart cities and using these
technologies. In addition, IoT technology is being applied in
various fields such as security, utilities, industrial automation,
farming, and health care [2]. Among various fields of IoT
technology, internet of vehicles (IoV) technology, in which
next-generation intelligent transportation system (ITS)
technology is fused, is an important factor in developing smart
cities [6],[7]. IoV facilitates autonomous driving by
interacting with vehicles and vehicles, vehicles and
infrastructure, etc. For these functions to work smoothly,
various studies on autonomous driving such as road
recognition technology and accident prevention technology
are required. An autonomous vehicle is a vehicle that drives
itself safely to its destination by recognizing the surrounding
environment without driver intervention [8],[9]. Autonomous
vehicles are currently working toward commercialization of
vehicles capable of level 3 autonomous driving, and can be
driven on specific roads without driver manipulation.
Autonomous vehicles have the purpose of providing the
driver's convenience and reducing traffic accidents. Most
traffic accidents start with the driver's carelessness [10]. In
addition, traffic accidents are also increasing as the aging
problem increases [11]. Autonomous driving technology is
conducting research on improving the performance of driving
technology to reduce traffic accidents caused by driver
carelessness and aging. For safe driving, autonomous vehicles
need environmental awareness, location recognition and
mapping, judgment, control, and human computer interaction.
Autonomous vehicles use sensors to create a similar field of
view to that of the driver. The sensors recognize and respond
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to the external environment required for driving. In addition,
autonomous vehicles utilize GPS technology to determine
their exact location [12]. The technologies of high definition
maps (HD-map) and vehicle to everything (V2X) used in
autonomous vehicles reduce the risk of accidents where
autonomous vehicles are not aware of themselves [13],[14]. In
addition, autonomous vehicles use wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) to acquire external environmental information [15].
Sensor nodes used in WSNs can communicate the location of
an accident in advance, and can be deployed in a wide
location to detect the appearance of wild animals and transmit
information to autonomous vehicles [16]. In Korea, accidents
caused by wild animals increased by about 50% in 2019 as
compared to 2015. Such an accident is an anxiety factor that
threatens the driver's safety, as it leads not only to damage to
animals but also to secondary accidents [17]. To reduce such
accidents, a method of reducing the speed of a vehicle by
transmitting information about the appearance of wild animals
to the driver in advance using a WSN has been proposed [15].
Autonomous vehicles can use these technologies to drive
safely to their destinations. However, autonomous vehicles are
susceptible to malicious attacks, which can lead to accidents.
Attacks by autonomous vehicles cause traffic accidents and
can result in property damage as well as personal injury [18].
To drive safely, autonomous vehicles must establish an
internal security system and receive normal messages from
external sources. The autonomous vehicle judges a malicious
message altered by an attacker as a normal message. When
autonomous vehicles receive false information, it is difficult
for them to make decisions about autonomous driving, and
receiving a large number of false messages can lead to an
accident. Therefore, to prevent accidents involving external
messages, not only the efficient security of autonomous
vehicles but also the security technology of the system that
transmits external information is important [18]. Among the
various messages transmitted from outside, messages
transmitted by WSNs can also affect autonomous vehicles. If
the attacker incorrectly transmits the wild animal appearance
information detected by the sensor node to the autonomous
vehicle, the autonomous vehicle does not receive the
information in advance and suddenly stops or an accident
occurs. This is a situation that can even damage a driver in an
autonomous vehicle. Therefore, even if an attack occurs, to
deliver a message about wild animals to an autonomous
vehicle, a security technology that detects attacks in WSNs is
required. In this paper, we propose a method to protect against
black hole attacks occurring in WSNs to deliver accurate
information to autonomous vehicles. The black hole attacks
block messages by using compromised nodes on information
detected by WSNs and prevent the transmission of wild
animal appearance information to autonomous vehicles [19].
To prevent such attacks, this paper proposes an additional
verification scheme using multipath message delivery and IoV
infrastructure in WSNs.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Chapter 2
describes WSNs and IoV. Chapter 3 presents the EF-ITS
model and explains the major atomic models. Chapter 4 shows
the performance of the proposed model. Chapter 5 discusses
conclusions and future research.
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II.

RELATED WORK

A. Wireless Sensor Networks
WSNs are a monitoring technology in which sensor nodes
are deployed in a large area to monitor and deliver results to
base stations (BS) [20]. Sensor nodes are efficient devices for
monitoring a large area because they are inexpensive and
compact compared to other monitoring devices. WSNs can
monitor a variety of environments because the sensors
measured by the sensor nodes can be changed according to the
purpose. The BS collects the information monitored by the
sensor nodes and delivers it to the user. Users can use the vast
amount of data delivered to the BS as information for
applications. However, since the sensor nodes are deployed
outside and communicate wirelessly, they are easily
compromised by an attacker [21]. Attackers can attempt a
variety of attacks using compromised nodes [22]. In
particular, network layer attacks attempted in WSNs can put a
load on a sensor node because the data collected by the sensor
node is not delivered to the BS or the network path is
incorrectly connected [22]. Because WSNs are deployed for
monitoring, misleading information can confuse users. WSN
security is an important issue on which many studies have
been conducted. In WSN security, a technique to defend
against malicious attacks using multi-path, time stamp,
sequence number, etc. is being studied [23],[24].
B. Internet of Vehicles
IoV is a technology that combines IoT and ITS, and is a
technology that will become the centerpiece of the future
urban industry [6],[7]. An autonomous vehicle, a key element
of IoV, is a technology that goes to its destination without the
driver's manipulation. Autonomous driving is divided into
levels 0 through 5 by the society of automotive engineers
(SAE) [25]. Level 5 is a fully autonomous technology that
enables the system to operate at all times under all conditions.
Currently, companies are promoting the introduction of
conditional autonomous driving technology with at least three
levels or higher that enables autonomous driving on the
highway [26]. In addition, research is being conducted to
introduce a highly autonomous technology that allows drivers
to interfere only in specific sections. Autonomous vehicles
must use HD-maps for autonomous driving of three or more
levels and require V2X technology to receive data from
external infrastructure. An HD-map is a 3D map of the road
and surrounding environment information. HD-maps have an
error range of 10 cm, which is more than 10 times higher than
conventional maps [13]. Autonomous vehicles recognize their
surroundings with advanced driver assistance systems
(ADAS) sensors such as cameras, lidar, and radar [27].
However, since autonomous vehicles are highly affected by
the external environment, recognition errors occur when
heavy rain or heavy snow falls. For this reason, autonomous
vehicles can cause accidents if they rely solely on ADAS
sensors. Therefore, an HD-map helps safe driving because it
stores surrounding environment information. In addition to
HD-maps, V2X, which helps to recognize the external
environment, collects information from external infrastructure.
V2X is divided into various elements such as Vehicle to
Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle to Pedestrian (V2P), and Vehicle to
Infrastructure (V2I), depending on the communication
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element [14]. V2V helps autonomous vehicles cope with
unexpected situations that may occur while driving through
communication. In addition, accidents can be communicated
to other autonomous vehicles to reduce secondary damage
such as chain collisions. V2I can collect various information
on the road by transmitting information on the vehicle being
driven to the BS. In addition, autonomous vehicles receive
real-time traffic situation information from base stations in
real time to prevent traffic jams or accidents. Since
autonomous vehicles drive while receiving various
information, the information received must be accurate.
However, an attacker can eavesdrop and falsify messages sent
to autonomous vehicles, causing confusion in driving. When
an autonomous vehicle receives an erroneous message, the
mileage and the time it takes to arrive are increased, and when
the damage of an attack is large, it can cause an accident [28].
To prevent such attacks, integrity verification and sender
authentication must be performed through a certificate and
public key when sending and receiving messages, and a secure
communication channel must be used.
C. ITS-based WSN
Autonomous vehicles recognize and drive road and
driving environment information using technologies such as
HD-maps and V2X as well as ADAS sensors. V2I transmits
and receives information to autonomous vehicles using
infrastructure installed on the road. In this case, a large cost
and time are consumed to configure the infrastructure, and a
lot of maintenance resources are consumed. In addition, in the
case of an emergency vehicle such as an ambulance or an
emergency situation requiring an emergency stop, the V2X
may be unable to cope with the situation because it receives
situation information from the infrastructure or vehicle too
late. To solve this problem, a technology for collecting
surrounding environment information using a WSN was
proposed [15]. Since the sensor node is small and low-cost,
the infrastructure configuration is flexible. WSNs monitor
traffic conditions and, in the event of an accident or traffic
jam, communicate to autonomous vehicles so that they can
change routes. Sensor nodes are placed every 300m on the
road, and because they transmit information to autonomous
vehicles, they can transmit without packet loss [15]. In
addition, it is possible to continuously monitor wild animals
by placing sensor nodes in a large area. Before wild animals
appear on the road, situational information is communicated to
an autonomous vehicle so that road kills can be prevented.
However, since sensor nodes are easily damaged, security is
important because if an attack is attempted on the WSN, it
may cause not only data forgery but also automobile accidents
[22].

Fig. 1. A black hole attack on a WSN

attacker uses the compromised node to drop a message
containing information about the appearance of wild animals.
Since autonomous vehicles do not receive information, if wild
animals appear on the road, a road kill may occur due to a late
reaction of the ADAS sensor and secondary damage may
occur.
D. Discrete Event System Specification
The Discrete event system specification (DEVS) was
proposed to Zeigler as a hierarchical formalism for modelling
[29][30]. The model modeled by DEVS formalism is easy to
reuse, and a hierarchical model can be defined. Currently,
DEVS is extended and used in various types of simulation
theory such as real-time and parallel processing. DEVS
formalism consists of an atomic model that expresses the
behavior of the real world and a coupled model that combines
it and expresses it as a large system.
1) Atomic Model
The atomic model is the most basic module in a
hierarchical structure and is modeled based on the behavior of
the system. The atomic model consists of a total of seven
functions, and the mathematical expression of the atomic
model M is as follows [30].
M = <X, S, Y, ⸹int, ⸹ext, λ, ta>
X: Set of external input event types
S: Set of sequential state set
Y: Set of external output event types
⸹int: Q × X → S: Internal transition function
Q={(s,e) | s ∈ S, 0 ≤ e ≤ ta(s)}: total state of M
⸹ext: Q → Q: External transition function
λ: Q → Y: Output function
ta: S → R0, ∞+: Time advance function
Atomic models have ports for input (X) and output (Y) to
communicate with other models. In addition, the internal
transition function (⸹int) and the external transition function
(⸹ext) are executed for event processing to transition the state
of the model.
2) Coupled Model
The coupled model is a model created by connecting
several models internally. A coupled model can represent a
larger system by having an atomic model or another coupled
model as a child. A coupled model consists of a total of seven
functions, and the experiential expression for the combined
model DN is as follows [30].
DN = <X, Y, M, EIC, EOC, IC, SELECT>
X: Input event set
Y: Output event set
M: DEVS components set
EIC: External input coupling relation
EOC: External output coupling relation
IC: Internal coupling relation
SELECT: Time-breaking function
The coupled Model has the purpose of expressing a large
system by combining atomic models or coupled models, and
the priority of message delivery using the select function is set
and executed according to the time flow.

Fig.1. shows a situation in which an accident may occur
due to manipulation of sensor node data information. The
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III.

MODEL DESING

A. Overview
Autonomous vehicles can drive safely on roads with
infrastructure based on ITS-based WSNs. However, if an
attacker attempts a black hole attack, information is not
transmitted, so autonomous vehicles can cause accidents. To
solve this problem, this paper proposes a method to detect
damaged nodes and prevent accidents using WSNs and IoV.
The proposed scheme composes EF_ITS and is verified
through DEVS simulation.

Fig. 3. shows the state transition diagram of the AV model
modeled after autonomous vehicle function. In AV models,
most states are related to vehicle speed to express the
autonomous vehicle's autonomous driving function. The AV
model has the states of passive, speed_up, speed_down,
speed_maintain, stop, and computing. Since autonomous
vehicles drive by themselves without driver's manipulation,
the state transitions through most of the AV model's internal
transition functions to control speed. However, the AV model
receives situation data through the in_event port when an
emergency situation such as the appearance of wild animals or
an accident occurs. The AV model transitions to the
computing state, judges the current speed and external
conditions, and transitions once more to adjust the speed to
suit the situation. Later, the AV model delivers the current
situation to the CC model through the out_Vinfo port.

Fig. 2. Structure of the WSN-based IoV

Fig. 2. shows the structure of EF_ITS using an atomic
model and a coupled model. EF_ITS includes the WSN_IoV
model and the EF model. The WSN_IoV model includes an
IoV model capable of V2X communication with an
autonomous vehicle, and a WSN model that collects
monitoring information and delivers it to a base station. The
EF model includes a GENR model that randomly generates
events and a TRANSD model that verifies the simulation
results.
B. Model Definition
In this paper, to verify the performance of the proposed
scheme, the elements that function in the real world are
constructed as models and simulated. The IoV model consists
of an AV model that functions as an autonomous vehicle, a
CC model that functions as a control center that collects all
information, and an RSU model that delivers information to
the autonomous vehicle.

Fig. 4. Timing diagram of the AV model

Fig. 4. shows the timing diagram of the AV model. All
inputs (X) of the AV model are transmitted through the
in_event port. The state (S) of the AV is related to driving, and
the speed is controlled through a state transition. The AV
model analyzes the current situation by transitioning to the
computing state when a message is delivered through the input
port. The output (Y) of the AV model is transmitted to the CC
model through the out_Vinfo port, and the contents of the
transmitted message are speed and driving information
calculated by the AV model. After transmitting the message,
the AV model transitions to a speed-related state to adjust the
vehicle's speed. The AV model encrypts and decrypts
messages sent and received from attackers using public and
private keys to maintain the integrity of messages. The AV
model repeats the state transition and drives to the destination.
The situation information of many autonomous vehicles is
delivered to the control center through the road side unit
(RSU).

Fig. 3. State transition diagram of the AV model

Fig. 5. State transition diagram of the CC model
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Fig. 5. shows the state transition diagram of the CC model
that models the function of the control center to collect and
analyze various situational information. The CC model has
passive, collect, processing, and analysis states. The CC
model records the driving status of the vehicle and receives a
message through the RSU model in case of an emergency.
Since the CC model collects all the data of the IoV model, it is
possible to take measures to prevent traffic accidents by
judging emergency situations and attack situations through
analysis and delivering messages to the AV model.

by an attacker, transitions to a compromised state and drops
all transmitted messages. The MN model that has transitioned
to the damaged state repeats the message drop process until an
initialization message is received from the BS model.

Fig. 8. Timing diagram of the MN model

Fig. 6. Timing diagram of the CC model

Fig. 6. shows the timing diagram of the CC model. The
actual control center records the driving of all autonomous
vehicles. Accordingly, the CC model is recorded using driving
information of all AV models transmitted through the
in_Vinfo port. In addition, when a message is transmitted
from the RSU model through the in_Rinfo port, the CC model
transitions to a processing state and an analysis state, and is
verified through data analysis of the transmitted message. The
CC model detects the attack by sending a warning message to
the BS model through the out_doubt port when it is
determined that an attack has been attempted during message
verification.
The WSN model consists of an MN model that collects
events through real-time monitoring, a CHN model that
collects sensor node information and delivers it to the BS, and
a BS model that collects and analyzes information from the
cluster head node.

Fig. 7. State transition diagram of the MN model

Fig. 7. shows the state transition diagram of the MN model
which models the functions of the sensor node. The MN
model has states of passive, transmit, compromised, and
initialization. The main function of the MN model is to
transmit data to the BS model by transitioning to the transmit
state when an event is detected. However, the MN model
performs a black hole attack function that, when compromised
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Fig.8. shows the timing diagram of the MN model. The
first input of the diagram shows the situation in which an
attack is attempted and compromised in the MN model. In this
case, in the MN model, all messages transmitted from other
ports are dropped until a message is received through the
in_check port. The third and fourth inputs of the diagram
show the process that the MN model senses events and
delivers them to the CHN model. The output ports of the MB
model for the third and fourth inputs are set differently
because they are transmitted to the MN model and the CHN
model depending on the situation.

Fig. 9. State transition diagram of the BS model

Fig. 9. shows the state transition diagram of the BS model
which models the function of collecting sensor node events.
The BS model has passive, processing, and analysis states.
Since the BS model receives all the information collected by
the sensor nodes, this principle can be used for attack
detection. When an event occurs, the sensor node transmits a
message using multiple paths. The BS must receive two or
more messages of the same content from the CHN node.
When an attacker attempts a black hole attack using a
compromised node, a message is dropped. Therefore, the BS
cannot receive a message if the path contains a compromised
node. Using this principle, black hole attacks can be detected.
However, since false detection may occur due to packet loss,
additional verification is required for reliable detection.
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Fig. 11. shows autonomous vehicles safely driving to their
destination under an attack attempt. The graph shows the state
of driving while maintaining speed without an accident even if
an attack occurs.

Fig. 10. Timing diagram of the BS model

Fig. 10. shows the timing diagram of the BS model. In the
BS model, input occurs more than once due to message
transmission from sensor nodes using multipath transmission.
The transmitted message differs only in the CHN model ID,
and the other information is the same. The BS model transmits
event information to the RSU model through the out_transmit
port which is used as driving information for the autonomous
vehicle. In the proposed scheme, the appearance of wild
animals is used as event and driving information to verify the
performance. The last input is a message sent to the BS model
after finally detecting a black hole attack in the IoV model.
After that, the BS model transmits a message to the CHN
model to initialize the damaged MN model.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed scheme uses DEVS simulation to evaluate
the performance of the black hole attack detection function in
WSNs. The performance evaluation of the proposed technique
is simulated by modeling an IoV model, a WSN model, and
an EF model that reflect the function of the real world. The
total distance that AV models can drive is 6Km, and CHN
nodes are placed every 300m. Each cluster head node clusters
five sensor nodes into member nodes to detect wild animals.
The proposed scheme evaluates the performance using three
AV models. The starting point of each AV model is the same,
and the starting time is different. The AV model decreases
vehicle speed when the speed exceeds 110Km/s, and when
wild animals occur, the speed is reduced as much as possible
to prevent accidents. The GENR model randomly generates
wild animal appearance events and the MN model randomly
generates compromised events. A black hole attack occurs in a
compromised node and receives an event from another
member node, but drops it without sending it to another
member node.

Fig. 11. Average speed of AV models
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Fig. 12. Detection rate according to black hole attack rate

Fig. 12. shows the detection rate of black hole attacks
according to the number of attacks. The proposed scheme
shows through a graph that an attack is detected when the
source node that senses the event is not a compromised node.
Although the sensor node's multipath technology consumes a
lot of energy, it helps to prevent accidents and detect black
hole attacks by delivering accurate information to the
autonomous vehicles.

Fig. 13. Number of messages transmitted according to attack rate

Fig. 13. shows the amount of messages transmitted by the
AV model according to the attack rate. The network traffic
received by the AV model is more than when the proposed
scheme is not used, but it has the advantage of preventing
accidents from wild animals.
V. CONCLUSION
IoV is a future technology necessary to construct a smart city,
and various studies are being conducted to complete the 5step autonomous driving technology. Autonomous vehicles
provide their drivers convenience because they plan and drive
their own routes to their destinations without their driver's
manipulation. In addition, according to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), it is stated that 94%
of accidents caused by driver errors can be prevented when
autonomous vehicles are commercialized [31]. Autonomous
vehicles use ADAS sensors to recognize the road
environment and perform safe driving using HD-maps and
V2X. However, HD-maps are affected by the weather, and
V2X has the disadvantage of insufficient ability to cope with
urgent situations. Therefore, a technique for using a WSN in
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ITS was proposed. Since the sensor nodes compose the
infrastructure at a low cost, they are good for maintenance
cost and are able monitor large areas. For an autonomous
vehicle, using information from WSNs in areas where
accidents occur or wild animals appear may be more efficient
than using information from V2X. However, since sensor
nodes are deployed outside and use wireless communication,
they are easily compromised by attackers, and various attacks
can be attempted using compromised nodes. Black hole
attacks that occurs in WSNs cause confusion to users by
dropping all messages delivered to the BS. In the case of ITS
using a WSN, since autonomous vehicles cannot receive
messages, accidents may result in places that cannot be
recognized by ADAS sensors. Therefore, in this paper, we
propose a second-order verification technique using multipath
and IoV to detect black hole attacks. In the proposed scheme,
when an event occurs, the sensor node transmits to the BS
more than once by the cluster head node using multipath.
After that, the second verification is performed using the
autonomous vehicle and control center information. The
control center delivers the attack detection result and the
location of the compromised node to the BS. Finally, the BS
initializes the compromised node using the information
received from the cluster head node and the control center.
Afterwards, IoV can continually deliver accurate information
to autonomous vehicles by detecting black hole attacks and
coping with compromised nodes through the proposed
scheme. However, if an event occurs at the location of a
compromised node, it cannot be detected through the
proposed scheme because it does not generate an event
detection message. In addition, since the sensor node uses
multipath, there is a disadvantage in that it consumes a lot of
energy. In a future research, to solve this problem, we plan to
study a scheme in which the compromised node is detected
using the function of IoV and the BS performs the secondary
verification.
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